GAMUDA CAREER TALK
On the 21st March 2014, representatives of the reputable infrastructure and property
developer, Gamuda Berhad, were invited to the University of Nottingham Malaysia
Campus (UNMC) for a career talk. This was also their first visit to UNMC. About 70
students attended, inclusive of students from the Faculty of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering. The objective for the career talk was to create awareness to students
about the employment opportunities in Gamuda.
Two speakers were present for the talk. The event was kick-started by the HR
Manager, Ms. Susheela. She gave an interesting company introduction by presenting
the on-going billion-dollar project in Klang Valley, the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT)
Project. Videos about the alignment of MRT and the construction phases were
shown after her presentation. The audience was impressed with the development
and convenience of MRT that could bring to the people in future.
Mr. James Lai, a UNMC alumnus and also a Gamuda scholar, was the next speaker.
He shared his experience about working in Gamuda and the learning opportunities
that the students can grasp. Some technical knowledge such as scheme design,
alignment design, geotechnical design, structural design and analysis, design
software used, tunnel design and project management were also discussed during
his presentation.
The talk given by Gamuda was definitely an eye-opener. Students were very
engaging during the mingling session and many students submitted their resumes for
an interview callback. They also have got a better understanding and insight about
the Gamuda Graduate Programme (GDP), which was the main purpose of this
career talk. Gamuda Berhad highly encouraged students to apply for the GDP to
experience an all-round working environment that includes technical design, project
management, contracts and financing. It is certainly a good platform for graduates to
start off their career path.

A group photo was taken with speakers from Gamuda and committee members of
UNMC ICE Student Chapter

Ms. Susheela and Mr James Lai receiving souvenirs from Dr. Choong Wee Kang,
Assistant Professor of the Department of Civil Engineering.
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